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has malfunctioned. EDC can even help shorten braking distances, meaning you enjoy
outstanding comfort along with the best in BMW on-road safety. In a fraction of a second, the
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problem? Hi there. The EDC automatically or manually adjusts each damper to suit the driving
conditions meaning you enjoy outstanding comfort along with the best in BMW on-road safety.
Sometimes after a mechanic completes brake or suspension service, this error code will be
triggered if certain sensors are removed without removing battery cable power. The code itself
is something that should be inspected by a BMW certified mechanic; as it can sometimes be a

minor software glitch in the ECU that can be easily reset, or an indicator of a potentially serious
issue with the system. My car has miles. My car has an automatic transmission. Tim Charlet
Automotive Mechanic. The statements expressed above are only for informational purposes and
should be independently verified. Please see our terms of service for more details. Home
Questions. What others are asking Erratic idle - BMW i xDrive This is a common sign of a dirty
or failing idle air control valve. This is a unit that monitors the air intake as it is mixed with fuel
prior to being injected into the motor at low speeds or Read more. Cause of steering wheel
vibration at 40 If you are getting a braking vibration that seems to be present above 40 mph
when braking is most likely the front rotors are slightly warped. As the warpage gets worse then
the pulsation will be felt at even slower Car keeps overheating A common failure item on your
BMW is the water pump; the impeller that spins to circulate the coolant breaks off. This can be
verified, without removing the pump, through an inspection of the cooling system for proper
circulation. Eml, dmc, brake warning lights. No start The BMW models are notable for going into
"limp" mode or "safe" mode when one or more vehicle systems are not operating correctly. This
is a difficult issue to diagnose without more information. I would recommend having an expert
There is a large by comparison to other vehicle relays relay under the dashboard next to where
the dash curves under and meets where you pedals tie in. You will have to remove its mounting
screws and unplug the Thanks for the question tonight. When these two lights illuminate or
flicker like you've described, it usually indicates that a sensor or electrical connection to a
sensor that monitors these systems. There are several of these sensors on Brake pedal going to
the floor The brake pedal pushes on a rod that goes to the master brake cylinder. This, in turn,
sends brake fluid to all of the wheels through the lines to the brakes at each wheel. If your pedal
is going to You should have no problems using that plug. If you want to A crankshaft position
sensor is an electronic device used to monitor the position or rotational speed of the
crankshaft. This information is used by engine management systems to control the Related
articles. Regardless of its true identity, however, the Composed and powerful, they provide a
range of price points, features and capabilities Browse other content. Remember Me?
Appreciate 0. Cool, now would this be considered BMW's version of or an off shoot of
Magne-ride? Nice vid. Seems like this info would also be applicable to the Adaptive
M-suspension option available as part of the Dynamic Handling Packaging for the F30?
Originally Posted by bbkg Originally Posted by Silververtu. So, am I correct in assuming that
this is only changing the rebound settings on the dampers? Second Lieutenant. Hasn't the M3
had this for a few years now? Private First Class. Originally Posted by SamS. Yeah, it's the
closest they've got. I've driven the CTS-V, and their suspension is quite good for city driving.
Never been on a track with it. Find More Posts by Remonster. Major General. Originally Posted
by andrewlef. Brigadier General. Cadillac has licensed the technology to several brands. For
BMW, I just thought that EDC simply meant the shocks can be adjusted for comfort and sport
but still were traditional shocks like in the bilstein kit with the in cockpit button. I didn't think
they are magnetic where the fluid viscosity is adjusted electricly. Certainly explains the stability
of my e89 under braking. No nose dive in mine vs other models without the adaptive
suspension. Originally Posted by kmarei. Actually the E30 M3 had it Not sure why Cadillac
makes it sound like they invented it As far as I know it was lotus that first did testing on it
Unless they took it with them during the time they owned lotus, then sold lotus and kept it. Last
edited by surewin; at PM.. While I love the car in almost every other way, it can't hold a candle to
the road feel of my previous beloved ci. Just my 2 cents on this topic. All times are GMT The
time now is AM. Mark Forums Read. Thread Tools. EDC reduces variations in wheel load,
ensures tyres have excellent traction and counteracts bodyshell movement regardless of the
weight your automobile may be carrying or the state of the road's surface. Sensors constantly
monitor all factors influencing the vehicle's behaviour and occupants' comfort, in order to
precisely adjust the damper control. In a fraction of a second, the signals are analysed by the
EDC microprocessor and orders are sent to the actuators on the shock absorbers, which, with
the help of magnetic valves, are variably adjusted to provide optimal suspension. Thanks to
Electronic Damper Control, the tendency for the nose to dip when braking is practically
eliminated. The influence of potholes and unevenness on the road surface is reduced to
minimum. In addition to increased driving comfort and improved roll characteristics on the
tyres, EDC also contributes to vehicle stability and safety. By reducing the nose's tendency to
dip when braking and improving the tyre traction, EDC shortens the braking distance when
braking heavily. The damper adjustment means that even when braking with ABS the vehicle
chassis remains upright on the road and all four wheels have the largest possible contact to the
surface. Appreciate 0 Tweet. Find More Posts by Jason. Find More Posts by SamS. Find More
Posts by Silververtu. Find More Posts by mlhj Find More Posts by MPower10s. Quote: Originally
Posted by andrewlef Hasn't the M3 had this for a few years now? Find More Posts by kmarei.

Find More Posts by Fraggy. Quote: Originally Posted by kmarei Actually the E30 M3 had it Not
sure why Cadillac makes it sound like they invented it As far as I know it was lotus that first did
testing on it Unless they took it with them during the time they owned lotus, then sold lotus and
kept it. Find More Posts by surewin. Find More Posts by NordicBob. Posting Rules. Email to a
Friend. Be the first to review this product. How does remote coding work? Remote coding is a
fairly simple process. Once you have this, and after setting up the files, the coding session
begins. We provide instructions on how to do this, or we can set up the files for you if you wish.
What are the requirements for remote coding? If you have a PC, we will provide all software
required. Other than the computer requirements, you will need a stable wired or wireless
internet connection near the car. The cable can either be rented or purchased from us if you
would like to keep it for future coding. How do you accomplish the remote coding? Rest
assured that you are dealing with experts qualified to perform such upgrades to your vehicle.
No complex set up is required, and no changes to your computer settings are necessary. The
coding is quick, efficient, and painless. You can expect full functionality without any
compromise whatsoever. Coding requires absolutely no physical modification to your vehicle,
the features are accomplished via software coding only. Will coding void my warranty or cause
any issues at the dealership? Absolutely not. The dealer can interact with your vehicle as if it
were a stock car because, well it is. All of the features we activate are factory options that came
disabled. We have designed this coding system with multiple scenarios in mind, and after
vigorous testing, it has our and our customer's seal of approval for use around the world. How
long will the remote coding take? The initial set up of the coding machine will take about ten 10
to fifteen 15 minutes. Once we are connected to your vehicle, the remote coding time varies
depending on the options that are selected. For few options, the coding will take about twenty
minutes. If you have a slew of options, the maximum you should expect the coding to take is
roughly 45 minutes. From start to finish you are looking at roughly an hour maximum â€” not
bad! Feel free to call or email us for further clarification our turnaround time on email is rather
quick. If you are unsure about certain options, we can enable them for you to see if you like it.
Chances are that you will want it. If not, we can put it back the way it was. We also include a
complimentary fault code reading of all of the modules in your car, and let you know any
existing issues that it may have. We have even been know to read out a car befo
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2008 pontiac g6 gt headlight assembly
re it has been purchased by a customer. Demonstration of our general coding features.
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Password? My Cart. Browse Categories. More Views. Email to a Friend Be the first to review this
product. If you happen to switch back to your stock EDC suspension, it will still function as
designed after our programming. This activation requires no aftermarket modules, snipping of
wires, soldering, or hardware modifications. The EDC elimination coding also includes our
standard feature coding. Below you can configure your own coding session with one of our
professional coders. The options are endless and the list of categories is just the tip of the
iceberg. Characters left: Qty: Add to Cart. Details How does remote coding work? Product Tags
Add Your Tags:. Call us Telephone: Stay Connected. Sign up for our newsletter.

